
From: Gary S. Gevisser 

Sent: Monday, April 21, 2008 12:12 PM PT 

To: Adam L Tucker 
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC Lars Trupe; fyang1@binghamton.edu; Paul Robinson; Bernard 

Lazarus - Open Supporter of The South African Apartheid Regime and brother of 

Gunter "The Pig" Lazarus; Conrad Wolff; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich 

Holdings; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; Joyce DeBeers-Rhodes 
Bursary-Scholarship Mohapi; editors@jpost.com Tefo Mohapi; Augusto Benito 

Vargis; Rupa Wasi; Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss; Dr. John K. Pollard Jr.- 

JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; Ivan Oshry Esq.; Tony "non-racial liberal" Leon MP - former 

Leader of the Democratic Alliance - Republic of South Africa; Thabo Mvuyelwa 

Mbeki - President of South Africa; Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David 

Gevisser, executor of American Charles Engelhard's estate; Stephen Cohen - 
Codiam Inc.; Bob Kjar – US Air Force – Squash buddy of “Station Manager” Air 

America CIA - bob@kjar.org; Mossad; President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: YOU ARE HURTING MY BRAIN - WHAT ON EARTH IS GOOGLE DOING? 

 

Adam,  
 

How can Adobe Acrobat have compatibility problems with Microsoft’s latest 

operating system?  

 

Remember, the 708 unique visitors just3ants.com has got so far this month are not 
because I got off a boat yesterday in Haifa harbor 

 
since I didn’t. 
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Nor is it because I am comfortable wearing around Del Mar my new 5 yard, most 

beautiful kilt with an Anderson design and sporran that American Airlines baggage 

officials would be foolish to try steal the gold from 

 
although the “tTOo” [sic] kilts MDG also got yesterday at Scottish Treasurers on 

Coronado Island within a rifle shot of the Swastika shaped US Navy building are 

much sexier on her, even though she wouldn’t purchase the mini-kilt that everyone 
in the shop including me thought looked stunning given her extraordinary well 

shaped, long thigh muscle legs and a rear end most teenagers would “kill 4” [sic], 

bearing in mind MDG has given birth to “tTOo” [sic] kids. 

  

Below is a photo of my very good friend Scottish Robert Anderson now 72, playing 
the bagpipes just inside the entrance to my mother’s home in Wivesliscombe, 

Somerset, England 



 
You have heard me mention that Robert and his Roman Catholic wife, Peggy, who 

was my mother’s personal secretary in South Africa for a lifetime, are the reasons 

why my highly secretive, very Jewish mother Zena chose to live in this small, lower 
middle class village, let alone starting out soon after I returned to the United States 

in late 1980 after recovering from De Beers having poisoned my liver, renovating 

this relatively speaking, very tiny home. 

 

Not to mention Robert, who MDG has met, is “by trade” a metal worker and whose 
physical strength is only matched by his steel trap mind helped by being at least as 

well read as my Royal Mater-Mother who like Robert who has designed some of the 

world’s most best kept secret weapons systems, never felt dumb enough or 

inadequate to attend university. 

 

Below is me playing, at least trying to play, the very difficult to play bagpipes going 
from London, England to Zurich, Switzerland in December 1967.  



 
You can see just part of my Royal Mater-Mother’s teeth and on Zena’s left is my 

eldest brother Neil, the poet-masseur-master chef that the Israeli Yachting team 

chose to have as their masseur at the 1988 Seoul Korea Olympics and I think you 
will remember that at this Olympics there was no massacring of defenseless Israeli 

athletes. 

 

I bet you never thought that much of sailors as athletes until I just mentioned it as 

you mostly think of basketball and American football players and soccer players and 
rugby players much further up the list. 

 

Now you are back once again thinking, only because I am reminding you, of that 

day in 1997 when a Chinese warship came into San Diego Harbor without the 

Admiral of the US Navy in charge of all the United States’ most advanced fast 

attack Los Angeles Class submarines and support frigates being informed by the top 
brass in the Pentagon or for that matter the Clinton Administration; a rather very 

significant breach considering that of course the Chinese had to have informed the 

very top US military and civilian officials that such a ship was coming into US 



territorial waters since if they hadn’t, it could have very possibly resulted in a 

declaration of war. 

 
Not to mention you of course now remember how this past Thanksgiving, without 

Hilary now getting on the “war path” with China since her speech writers are telling 

her that this is what US Americans, so very brainwashed, want to hear, China 

decided at the very last minute to withdraw the landing rights to 3 US vessels 

including the nuclear powered aircraft carrier Kitty Hawk, based in San Diego 
harbor, resulting in some 8,000 US sailors having to high tail it, just in the case of 

the Kitty Hawk that is surrounded by a fleet of ships as well as submarines, from 

Hong Kong with their tails between their legs; such an “affront” not lost for a 

moment on anyone with just half a brain including Israel’s Mossad who you recall 

have yet to send out an assasination’s unit to any of my well known residences for 

being the only person in the world broadcasting their as well Israeli Military 
Intelligence’s most ingenious Military Report of all time which for good reason 

features China. 

 

To mention little of my broadcasting such a Military Report of all time well in 

advance of China telling not just the US Navy but all the Armed Forces of the 
United States that the Chinese while a very patient people cannot be relied upon to 

be patient indefinitely, especially when western leadership are so very “out of 

touch”. 

 

Now of course you haven’t served in any of the world’s military but you would know 
just from watching Hollywood movies about Pearl Harbor that a country like China, 

today the world’s only super military power along with an economy that is fueling 

the entire world’s economy would never risk sending one of its warships into an 

area where the United States’ most advanced weapon systems would be very 

possibly, as those LA Class submarines were, operating under their own power and 

therefore sending out their “signatures” which along with a visual identification 
whether from a satellite or deck of the Chinese warship would have placed the 

entire LA class submarines at the most significant risk to the point that no one US 

sailor in their right mind would ever sign up for duty in any of our submarines given 

the distinct possibility that China without saying a word, has now driven the most 

extraordinary fear into the minds of anyone made aware of such an extraordinary 
breach by the most senior US civilian and military officials, which may have you 

right now thinking that such an event as well as even Pearl Harbor never really 

happened, that it was all a figment of yours if not someone else’s wild imagination, 

given how difficult it is to tell for those westerners educated under the Bell Shaped 

Curve educational system where the “most average” such as Bill, Hilary, John 
McCain and Co. rise to the top, Obama and his wife no different, what is fiction and 

non-fiction these days, but each one of you including Drudge know for a fact that 

there is already beginning here in the US food rationing. 

 

You know it wasn’t all that long ago I mentioned this extraordinary breach of US 
naval security that took place during President Bill “De Beers-Rhodes Scholar-

Lawyer” Clinton’s watch. 

 



Again watch how his equally non-athletic fatso wife started the ball rolling in now 

taking on China and yet no one is talking about this extraordinary event that took 

here at the US Navy base in Point Loma where Jeffrey R. Krinsk Esq. lives, just 11 
odd years ago when Bill was fiddling Monica. 

 

Yes, so very prudish are overwhelmingly US Americans but so very quickly raw and 

vulgar when questioned about our hypocrisy, beginning with our brutality around 

the world and why it would make perfect sense that the CIA who allowed De Beers 
to provide Hitler with his diamonds would immediately following the war provide 

sanctuary to Nazis, all the while advocating that such a move was in support of a 

“higher cause”. 

 

You also know how very important it is that the US Government don’t institute a 

draft, instead rely on the “economic draft” that forces the poor to sign up to fight 
the rest of the world’s poor who don’t have to resort like our service people, very 

poorly informed of why it is that they are forced primarily because of financial 

hardship here in the US, to fight the poor of the world who when capturing very 

poorly disciplined US service personnel don’t have to do much shouting, let alone 

resort to US sponsored brutal interrogation techniques, and then to top it off US 
service people then have to “face the music” of being tried for “war crimes” when 

on occasion they get caught. 

 

Again, the dividing lines are very clear. 

 
How in good conscience can any American not support a total draft just like Israel 

when we all know perfectly well that the only thing propping up the lifestyles of the 

filthy rich are our extraordinarily poorly paid service people, purposefully getting 

poor, which doesn’t mean they are in the least bit stupid; on the contrary, given 

how well wired are those, especially on the battlefields, it is no wonder we don’t 

hear more of US service people “turning” and why although you have forgotten, 
you shouldn’t forget that Devin Standard said that the question I put to Augusto 

Benito Vargis on February 12th,was my best question yet. 

 

To repeat: 

 
Why do you think Mr. Chavez hasn’t simply cut a deal with China to 

get all of Venezuela’s oil and in return get state of the art technology, 

a customer whose currency is on the rise and military protection at 

the same time without worrying that China’s Special Forces 

Commandos would “turn”? 
 

When you cannot win over your enemy with truth and therefore only show them 

“loving kindness” it is not necessarily the “end of the world” for those of us relying 

on our Trust-Hush-Funds, who are counting on our extraordinarily poorly paid US 

service people not getting all that upset about the extraordinarily high pay of US 
mercenaries. 
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Now you may find a way to spell this all out a little clearer although I know, versus 

believe, that once you do, you will forget it all within an hour or “tTOo” [sic]. 

 
Were you aware that Google are offering something like US$30 million for the first 

non-government sponsored team to take a video of a spaceship carrying the Google 

logo landing on the moon? 

 

What on earth are the executives of Google thinking? 
 

Couldn’t they think of something to do less polluting on planet Mother Earth let 

alone compensate handsomely folks who already have the ill-gotten gains to build 

and send a spaceship to the moon? 

 

Do you think one of those morons who attended with you first night Seder might 
come up with something we can do on the homepage of just3ants.com to mock the 

hell out of Google? 

 

I have been around the block quite a few times since I came to the US in March 

17th 1978 having lived in those 21 years shy of one week, a far fuller and of course 
more rewarding life than someone like MIT and Cornell University educated Dr. JKP 

Jr. well into his 8th decade. 

 

If you were a “sh*thead” [sic] would you pay attention to me? 

 
My very brilliant French-Canadian wife, Marie Dion Gevisser, says not? 

 

Who is paying attention to me?; which is what my wife keeps asking me. 

 

So who exactly are these 708 unique visitors just so far this month; bearing in 

mind at this Seder you attended on Saturday night where you were one of the 3 
Jewish people out of some 14, the rest equally brainwashed intellectual midgets, 

you didn’t come away with a single email address? 

 

Have you thought that instead of spending the money having just3ants.com t-shirts 

made up, you think of getting someone including yourself to place a phone call or 
just send an email either to my Royal Mater and/or everyone on her one-of-a-kind 

email list [click hyperlink below] and/or Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss and/or your 

former History-Sociology teacher Lars Trupe and/or this Fan Yang who says he has 

6700 signatures of people protesting the bias of the American media as he now is 

deafeningly silent like all those spotlighted on the just3ants.com “$ hit list” [sic] 
which is why the most intelligent people in the world such as my F-C wife also ask 

me, “Why bother with any of this, just write the book”, The History of Money 

Creation and Its Future!” 

 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Zena.htm 
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Ps – Let me know when you have loaded up the latest list of email addresses on to 

my Daacstar@yahoo.com email account. I will be sending you several other email 

accounts and do the same with them. 
 

Ps I – Keep sending me names of Rotary Club members as well as those Doctors 

without Borders. 

 

Ps II – When last did you think about Jesus Christ having no beef with the Jewish 
people only the corrupt Jewish priesthood who were colluding with the Romans who 

morphed into the Roman Catholic Church who then followed the conquistadors by 

making the ingenious peoples who survived the initial brutality so very docile, 

preaching forgiveness and brotherly love enough to make you vomit up your 

disgusting matzah from last Saturday night. 

 
Don’t you feel right this minute like a total hypocrite especially when you know that 

it is America’s poor forced into the economic draft that afford you and the rest of 

those 14 hypocrites all the food on the Seder table? 

 

I will be shortly leaving on the Ducati ST4S to visit with more Jewish synagogues. 
 

Ps III – Please do not send me another email informing me of something you think 

is important even if it is news that President George W. Bush has done the right 

thing and suspended the trading of shares in public corporations.  

 
Only let me know when you have sorted our my computer technical difficulties 

and/or forwarding me email addresses of people you think need to be taken on an 

educational light journey. 

 

Be sure to explain to them ahead of time the importance I attach to keep reminding 

the world of The IT who you have of course forgotten how this most evil human 
possibly to have ever walked the face of the earth, forgot when he entered our 

property here in Del Mar a year ago, or so that is what his son Jonathan emailed 

us, that not only had Judge Hendrix placed a Restraining Order on him back on 

October 24th, 2002 in a criminal court proceeding that resulted from The IT having 

first obtained a Temporary Restraining Order on me because this liar of liars, cheat 
of cheats, thief of thieves, filed a baseless criminal complaint against me on 

September 11th, 2002, the first anniversary of 911; such a complaint by THE IT and 

Co. signed “under penalty of perjury”, BUT SO VERY IMPORTANT the fact that 

Judge Hendrix granted THE IT’s X wife, my wife Marie Dion Gevisser who was not 

married to me at the time, legal possession of a handgun I had given to her in 
order to protect herself from this evil of evil, who makes all the world’s evil humans 

none of whom I believe are worth saving, feel at least momentarily good about 

themselves. 

 

You also understand why it is that there are so many “once born” who you would 
know not to argue with. 

 

mailto:Daacstar@yahoo.com


Ps IV – Tomorrow is MDG’s and my 5th wedding anniversary although of course you 

can figure out we have been “to-get-her” [sic] some 14 years and “rili” [sic] getting 

it together when we visited most beautiful South Africa in 1995; not to mention you 
may recall that on the day she arrived after a nearly 10 hour layover in London, I 

had her “raise” [sic] me to the top of Lion’s Head overlooking my Royal Mater’s 

one-of-a-kind bachelor pad on Clifton Second Beach where we hung for several 

days; to mention little of MDG as you can see from those muscled French-Canadian 

skier legs that are possibly even better looking today, beat me to the top. 

 
Send gold instead of flowers. 

 

BTW, can you figure out why a lady who teaches at USCD illustration for children 

books, after I explained during this MS walk at Legoland this weekend, about the 

book, The Lion, which Marie says she will write for children, once I complete THE 

HISTORY OF MONEY CREATION AND ITS FUTURE!, subtitle A Message For The 
President, responded right at the very end after “getting it”,  

 

“You are hurting my brain!”  

 

[Word count 2667] 
 
__________________________ 
From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  
Sent: Monday, April 21, 2008 12:30 AM 
To: 'Gary S. Gevisser' 
Subject: FW: 708 Unique visitors 
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South Africa is at the top of our list of visiting countries, meaning next to the United States, South Africa 
has the most visitors coming to just3ants. 
 

 
From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  
Sent: Sunday, April 20, 2008 6:19 PM 
To: 'Gary S. Gevisser' 
Subject: RE: it doesnt seem to be working. how should it be saved. 

 
I printed to it through file>print the normal way. I have heard about people having problems with Windows 
Vista and compatibility issues; I have windows xp on this computer. 
 

 
From: Gary S. Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]  
Sent: Sunday, April 20, 2008 5:17 PM 
To: 'Adam L Tucker' 
Subject: RE: it doesnt seem to be working. how should it be saved. 
 
How are u saving it 
 
From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  
Sent: Sunday, April 20, 2008 1:39 PM 
To: 'Gary S. Gevisser' 
Subject: RE: it doesnt seem to be working. how should it be saved. 

 
I tested it before I left with a different document. Here it is with a working link over Brown University. 
 

 
From: Gary S. Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]  
Sent: Sunday, April 20, 2008 12:47 PM 
To: 'Adam L Tucker' 
Subject: it doesnt seem to be working. how should it be saved. 
 
Attached is one document I uploaded as a pdf file but it doesn’t seem to have the hyperlink above the 
word brown working. 
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